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Tutor reports on writing consultations are seemingly indigenous to
writing center culture, yet their audiences and functions are, to borrow

a phrase from Muriel Harris, "as varied as the students who stream
in and out" of the center ("Talking" 27). Conversations at conferences
and on the WCenter listserv, as well as writing center scholarship,
attest to this variety. In some centers, the report's function is primarily

informational, and the audiences are primarily other tutors and the
writing center director: reports might serve in those centers to provide

other tutors with background on what a writing center client has been
working on or the tenor of previous sessions (see, for example, Harris,

"Managing" III.2.5; Gillespie and Lerner 44). This information might
allow a tutor to be more effective with a particular client by picking

up onpreviously expressed writing concerns before the actual start
of a session. Such reports might also inform the center director what
a student worked on in a session if, say, a faculty member calls the
writing center to complain about the quality of help that was (or, more
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likely, was not) received in the center. In other centers, the functions
and audiences of client reports may be somewhat more complex: while
reports might serve the informational functions described above, they

might also be directed at an additional audience (e.g., the student's
course instructor) for yet another informational purpose (e.g., letting
the instructor know that the student visited the center and/or worked

on certain issues). Reports might also be used in tutor education: some
centers, for instance, ask tutors to reflect on their tutoring practice
with their reports as a starting point. In the latter case, the audience
is- in addition to all of the above- the tutor, and the report's function
is partly, if not primarily, educational, encouraging the ongoing critical

reflection by tutors that has become a hallmark of good writing center

practice.

While all of these functions are certainly valuable from both an
administrative and a teaching point of view, in this essay I explore yet

another function- what I see as a community- building function- of
the client report. That the report might have such a function at all

was suggested to me by a comment I ran across while skimming
reports from the writing center I direct at Eastern Connecticut State

University. After narrating what happened in a session, one tutor
wrote: "The student left feeling a lot better about the assignment
and said she would be returning to me Monday after having written
the whole thing in its entirety. I can't wait (I thought that would be
funny to write so you would have something to laugh at when you
are reading all of these reports)." This tutor seems to be very much
aware of me, the writing center director, as at least one - if not the

only- audience for her report ("I thought that would be funny to
write so you would have something to laugh at when you are reading
all of these reports"). Given that awareness, I wondered if this report

was serving partly as a kind of bonding text, particularly since the
tutor seems unabashed in suggesting- even though she phrases it as
a joke- that the writer's coming back is going to be kind of a drag,
and expects the reader to share that view. However, why does the tutor

seem to think her audience, which she has already acknowledged as
including the writing center director, will appreciate a not entirely

positive characterization of a particular tutoring experience? And
was it appropriate or inappropriate for her to address the director
75
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as more or less an equal in this situation? While I would venture
to claim that many teachers and administrators make disparaging
comments about work that, overall, we could say we love - the
papers we read and respond to, the meetings we not only sit through

but organize ("Oh, great! Another meeting to help faculty develop
writing-intensive courses!")- and do so publicly as a form of useful
venting, nevertheless these comments are typically made among other
faculty or colleagues and not in front of, say, our deans. To me, it was
significant that the tutor didn't consider me to be- at least not in this
situation- her boss.

That she didn't is perhaps unsurprising, given the ethos of
collaboration that pervades writing centers, and writing center
studies, generally. However, the field of organizational rhetoric- or,

more specifically, rhetorical theory that focuses on organizational
narrative - problematizes the idea of shared authority in writing
centers and suggests that the negative implications of this seemingly

positive idea must be explored further. Writing centers are,
after all, both organizations and workplaces, and recent work in
organizational rhetoric has highlighted the importance of stories
and the identifications they create for not only sustaining but also,

to some extent, building the communities in which people work.
Stories, as Philip Eubanks points out, help create a sense of shared
purpose and mission within an organization. (And, as any number of
writing center scholars has noted, stories are also important "to the
writing center community" [Nicolas 1].) Yet the stories people within

an organization tell one another may not necessarily be meaningful
or welcoming to those who are not already members of that group;
and this, I would argue, is problematic in any academic context, but

particularly in those that name increasing access as their primary
mission (for discussion of the problems of access in writing centers,
see Grimm; Greenfield and Rowan).
It is particularly problematic for writing centers when the audience

for what may be exclusionary stories includes the director: as Summer

Smith notes of teacher end comments, tutor reports are more than
simple communications between one tutor and one administrator or
teacher. Smith asserts that teacher comments, because they occur not

just as messages from one person to another but as messages from
76
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one person to another within a school, college, or university, also exist
as part of a larger network of relationships, a network "which consists

of the relationships between the teacher, students, their papers,
and the educational institutions that sanction and encourage the
interchange" (250). I would claim, following Smith, that like teacher
end comments, tutor reports are not just exchanges between the tutor
and one or more people but are, rather, part of an institutional network
of relationships, given that a writing center is typically part of a larger

educational context, be it (again) a school, college, or university.
Furthermore, I submit that writing center directors- because they
are accountable to higher-level administrative structures- represent
"the educational institutions that sanction . . . the interchange," and
are therefore at least partly responsible for the attitudes about student

writers conveyed in the reports tutors write.

With this sense of responsibility in mind, then, I explore the
significance of stories told by tutors in my writing center through the

lens of organizational rhetoric, with a particular focus on organizational

narrative. In studying my tutors' reports one semester- the semester

in which I ran across that interesting comment- I found that almost
all of those reports, including the one quoted above, took the form of
narrative.1 While this in and of itself was, as I have already suggested,

not entirely unexpected, what was unexpected was that some, if not
all, of the tutors implicated me in narratives I didn't necessarily want
to be implicated in, given what I see to be the mission of our writing

center and of writing centers generally: certain types of sessions
were characterized more positively than others, with better-prepared
tutees cast in a better light and less -prepared ones the subject of tutor

frustration. While the tutors' depicting their sessions in this way may

well have been due to a flaw in my education and/or enculturation
of them as well as to pre-existing attitudes they may have brought to
their work with students, nevertheless it was also due, I believe, to the

collaborative nature of much writing center work and scholarship. It
also raises questions about other truisms of our field: that students

should not be required to visit writing centers, for example, or
that resistant writers are problematic and need to be dealt with in
particular ways. I submit that those of us who direct writing centers
should begin thinking about how we might intervene in, and disrupt,
77
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narratives that may be sanctioned by some writing center literature

but contrary to our own values, be they personal or institutional.
To present the ways in which organizational theory might help us
challenge our long- held beliefs, I first describe an interdisciplinary
lens developed from said theory. I then turn to a study of tutorial
reports from my own center to show the ways in which such a lens can

yield new insight into a center's practices. I conclude by describing
some insights I myself have gained by applying organizational theory
to my writing center work, insights I believe to be applicable to other
institutions and contexts.

Narrative and Organizational Theory
We can learn to read our longstanding disciplinary and institutional
narratives differently by examining their functioning through the

lens of organizational theory. As theorists such as Larry Prusak,
Graham Smart, and Philip Eubanks have written, when one talks
about organizational narrative, one might be referring either to (1)
the stories related about an organization to the larger public, usually
via mass media, or (2) those told within the organization among its
employees. The first kind is typically the province of an organizational

leader: Prusak observes, perhaps ironically, that business CEOs' large
salaries might be attributed in part to their ability to tell convincing

stories, stories that then shape the public perception of a company
and - depending on how important the CEO is to the image of that

company- of the CEO him- or herself (Brown et al. 4). In "Poetics
and Narrativity: How Texts Tell Stories," Eubanks analyzes the stories

embedded in Bill Gates' descriptions of his work with Microsoft,
descriptions given in interviews that appeared in the mainstream
media during the government antitrust suit filed against Microsoft in
the mid- to late 1990s. Eubanks categorizes the types of stories Gates

used, in these interviews, to characterize his rise to power: in all his
narratives, Eubanks claims, Gates' goal was to persuade his audience

to identify with him and his company and, therefore, to excuse
any transgressions he might have committed while building and
expanding Microsoft. For example, in describing Microsoft's creation
of new technologies, Gates asserts that "Because we've had leadership
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products, we've had the opportunity to have a role [with the Internet] .

But this would've happened without us. . . . If we weren't still hiring
great people and pushing ahead at full speed, it would be easy to fall

behind and become a mediocre company" (qtd. in Eubanks 40) As
Eubanks interprets this quotation, Gates portrays himself here as
"both victorious and benevolent, and 'he' is not invincible, just hardworking" (40). The sometime evil genius, in other words, can also be
an ordinary Joe with a job - someone many people, including those
belonging solidly to the working and middle classes, can identify with
and whose transgressions in getting to the top they might be willing
to excuse.

The key word here, as any rhetorician might expect, is "id

As Walter Fisher has claimed, all narrative works as per

through identification, through what a listener or storytelle

to be feasible given a chain of events ("narrative probab
or what is known of someone's character ("narrative fide
Eubanks suggests that such rhetorical attempts at identif
in organizational narrative are extremely common, not only

stories told by organizational leaders to the public but also in

told within organizations. That internal storytelling, the one

important for my purposes here, is used by employees to he

coherence within their working environment and, by extensio

lives. According to Eubanks, "storytelling [in organizations]

matter of consensus building and of what is lately called 'dis

cognition,' cognitive frameworks that allow people to think an

together" (38; see also Smart). While, as Julian Orr points out,

can be used by employees to help each other solve mundane p

such as how to fix a copier (qtd. in Brown et al. 19), they are a

as Karl Weick has noted, to make sense of larger events that

within a workplace, to answer questions about why things

in certain ways (qtd. in Brown et al. 23). As Prusak says, peo

stories in part to answer questions such as "'How did that
promoted?' 'Why did the stock price go through the floor?'
has our pension gone?"' (Brown et al. 23).

Employee stories, told often enough and repeated, ar
powerful; Denning, reflecting on the power of stories w
organizations, observes that stories allow employees to o
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essence, their working lives:
With a story, listeners get inside the idea. They live the idea. They feel the
idea

process, the story, and the idea that resides inside it, can beco

quite unlike experiencing an abstract representation of a com

It's different from experiencing it as an external observer,

like a scientist in a white coat and appraising the experience

kind of voyeur or as a critic, but rather as a participant, som

actually living and experiencing and feeling the story. (Bro

In a lengthy study of narrative and poetic tropes i
storytelling, Gabriel claims that

By collecting stories in different organizations ... we gain ac

organizational realities, closely linked to their members' exper

way, stories enable us to study organizational politics, cultur

in uniquely illuminating ways, revealing how wider organizatio

viewed, commented upon, and worked upon by their membe

As Denning notes, employees' stories also "[fly] under t

radar" (Brown et al. 169). Stories told in any given organ
taken together, combine into a metanarrative that then

employees of that organization understand, and accept,

matter what the official line of the boss- or bosses- mi

Storytelling in Writing Center Session

Though the possible existence of such a metanarrat

reason I wanted to study my tutor reports, it was the c

ethos of writing centers- an ethos dating back at least t

identification of peer tutoring as part and parcel of "the

of mankind"- that was my primary impetus. Though Bru

as well as other foundational texts on peer tutoring as c

focuses on the collaborative relationship between tut

(see, for example, Trimbur; Lunsford), writing center st

the years implied, if not assumed, that collaboration is

writing center administration as well. For example, the es

Dvorak and Shanti Bruce's Creative Approaches to Writing Ce

a collection focusing primarily on center administration
80
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need for tutors to be involved in their own education and development

and that of their colleagues (see, in particular, Zimmerelli; see also
Posey). Writing center scholarship also stresses the need for tutors to

have a sense of ownership of the center. Arguably the most striking
instance of the latter is Elizabeth H. Boqueťs complex and intriguing
Noise from the Writing Center , in which- Boqueťs ruminations on her

individual academic and personal experiences notwithstandingwriting centers are portrayed as collective, collaborative, governed by
the "we." It is, then, an accepted tenet of writing center studies that

authority in the center is shared, that it does not reside solely with
the director. Studying the tutors' narratives, I felt, would give me
an insight not only into what the tutors were experiencing but also

into how the center was being administered- since writing center
administration includes not only tutor education and development
but also public relations, the attitudes and values that the center
conveys to and about writers within any particular institution.

For the purposes of identifying (no pun intended) what my
tutors were up to in their storytelling and what it might mean for

my writing center, then, I analyzed 143 client reports written by
fourteen tutors in the fall 2008 semester- or, in other words, almost
all the handwritten reports filed during the first semester our center

was open.3 With the exception of one tutor, a full-time employee of
another University office who had a Master's degree in English and
had completed our tutor education course, the tutors were traditional -

aged undergraduate peer tutors (male and female, white and African

American) who had taken Eastern's tutor education course but had
received no formal instruction in how to write client reports, though

I had told some to summarize the main points of what happened in
a session.

It is important to note that the content of our tutor education
course - at the time, a five-week, one-credit course tutors took either

concurrently with or before beginning to tutor- was, and still is,
dictated primarily by concerns established in writing center tutor
education literature. Because it is taught by different members of our
composition/rhetoric faculty, and was not taken simultaneously by all

the tutors featured in the study, what those tutors would have read
varied somewhat among them. Gillespie and Lerner's Longman Guide
81
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to Peer Tutoring was used by some instructors; others used Rafoth's
A Tutors Guide: Helping Writers One to One. Some instructors used
both, or placed selections from one or the other on library reserve.

Instructors also often assigned varied supplemental readings, but
all these readings could be considered to be fairly canonical (e.g.,
Shamoon and Burns's "A Critique of Pure Tutoring" coupled with
Brooks' "Minimalist Tutoring: Making the Student Do All the Work").

However, the goals of the course - to develop capable tutors who
were able to think independently and develop an informed practice
based on theoretical principles articulated in writing center studies remained the same no matter who taught it.4

Despite these variations in tutor education, with the exception of
a few outliers, all the reports I studied took the form of a narrative,

which I define here as Eubanks does in his study of Bill Gates's
storytelling- fairly simply and traditionally (first this happened, then
this):
Simply put, a story consists of two or more related, sequential events. "My
sister is a teacher" is not a story; it is simply a statement of classification.
On the other hand, "after four years of college, my sister became a teacher"
is a story. It's not much of a story, but it has the minimum a story requires:

two related, sequential events. (Eubanks 34)

While Eubanks acknowledges that some stories are more complicated,

and therefore more interesting, than others, and that those
complicating events might serve to raise issues that are then resolved
(34), nevertheless it takes only "two related, sequential events" to make

a story. Thus, despite their often -concise formulation, tutor reports

function as narratives and, as such, are ripe for the kind of analysis
that can be performed using organizational theory.

Rhetorical Analysis of Tutor Report Narratives
It was while doing an initial, relatively superficial reading of my
tutor reports that I began to notice that most took the form of a
narrative, as defined by Eubanks. I then read through the reports
again and set aside those I did not experience as narrative (a total of
ten) because a sequence of events was neither implied nor explicit.
82
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For example, in one report a tutor wrote about only one event ("Went
over APA and Chicago style citation"); in another the tutor was more

concerned with evaluating the quality of the session than talking
about what happened when ("This was the longest tutoring session
I had and it went very well. He really wanted the help and was very
cooperative with eveiything. His paper need [ed] some rewording and

organization"). In the 133 I did experience as narrative, not all had
explicit sequential markers such as " First we brainstormed" or " After

clarifying the assignment, we. . though, as might be expected, some
did.

In the reports I classified as narrative, I did so because I got a
sense, from reading, of which events followed others, whether or not

there were explicit narrative markers. In one report, for example, a
tutor wrote: "The student needed help understanding the questions
for his business class. . . . This case was a little more complex than
usual so it took us longer to actually figure out. However, the student
left feeling as if he understood the material a lot better." This report

describes the session as proceeding somewhat as follows: the student
came in with questions about the assignment; conveyed his questions/
confusion to the tutor; worked collaboratively with the tutor to clear

up his questions/confusion; reached, through this work, a better
understanding of the assignment (or course material); let the tutor

know he had reached that understanding. Similarly, in another
report, the tutor described the events this way: "The student needed
help starting her paper. She already made an outline, but was having
trouble with the intro. I gave her a few examples of where to start. She

had an anecdote, so she used that." While in the second report there
is in fact a sequential marker ("She already made an outline") which
implies that the student writer had completed some work prior to
the session, both reports make sense as narrative because the content
dictates the sequence of events to the reader: it wouldn't make any
sense, for example, for the student in the first report to have tried to

figure out the assignment with the tutor without first explaining the

problems he was having understanding it.
The preponderance of narrative I found in this first pass through

the reports dictated what I focused on in the second pass. Because I
sensed in my first reading of the reports that some seemed to be more
83
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negative in tone than others, I decided to focus on determining how

the reports accomplished their characterization of sessions- what,
in each report, constituted a good session, a bad one, or one that fell
somewhere in the middle. In other words, which reports told stories
of success and which of failure, and what were the elements of those
stories? On the second reading, then, I divided the reports into what
seemed to me narratives of good sessions, narratives of failed sessions,

and reports in which I couldn't tell. These neutral narratives (45
out of the 133) were for the most part5 purely descriptive: "We went
through different articles on the library website to find a good article

for her to write about. We also went over ways to organize her paper
and talked about what would go into different sections of her paper."
While I as a reader could deduce that this was a successful session

by my own definition- the report seems to describe some productive

work- the report itself does not seem to characterize the session in
any particular way.6

However, those narratives I coded "success" (80) and "failure" (8)
seemed to me, at least initially, to be doing just that. While I was fairly

intuitive in my initial coding of the narratives, on a third read I began

to look more closely at what characterized each type of stoiy. What, in

my writing center, constituted a "success" narrative? Which elements

seemed to be present in those 80 success narratives? And what
comprised a "failure" narrative, a stoiy of an unsuccessful session?
First, the obvious, as it pertains to the "success" narratives: in
close to half (39, or 48%) of those narratives, the session is explicitly
identified as successful, either at the beginning or end of the report:

e.g., "Very good session," "It was a great session, "The session went

very well." (This includes two seemingly non-ironic smiley faces
drawn at the end of a couple of reports.) Another large number, 43
(or 54%), described a successful collaboration- the tutor and writer
reaching a solution to a problem together. These types of reports were

characterized by the use, somewhere in the report, of the pronoun
"we:"

The student's assignment was to read a case study and answer three
questions. In the session, I helped him point out the areas of the study where

he could find more to write about. We went through each question to make
sure he understood what they were asking. He read through his first answer
84
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and minor adjustments were made. The student's answer contained good
content and he just needed to talk through what his next answers would be .
He left to work on the rest of the assignment and will return later for further

advisement, (emphasis added)

The collaborative nature of this session is clear, though the authority

does in fact shift: the reader moves from the tutor's seeming to
have a greater role in the stoiy as helper ("I helped him") to truly
collaborative ("We went through each question") to the student's
being a more active participant in the session ("He read through his
first answer and minor adjustments were made"). Though the tone
here is more neutral than that of some of the success narratives, and
though the passive voice in "minor adjustments were made" does elide
the question of who, exactly, is making the adjustments, I determined
that the report's comment on the quality of the student's work ("The
student's answer contained good content") tips the tone into the realm
of the success narrative.

This particular report also contains other elements common to
the success narrative. First, like several (6, or 8%) of the 80 success
narratives, it describes a writing center client who is well prepared: he

apparently has the assignment with him ("The student's assignment

was to read a case study and answer three questions. . . . We went
through each question to make sure he understood what they were
asking"). Like 17 (21%) of the success narratives, the writer reaches a
solution to a problem and (again, like 17, or 21%) plans to return for
"further advisement"- he sees the writing center as a place where he
can get help with his work. He is also- like 15, or 19%, of students
described in other reports- able to continue on his own: "He left to
work on the rest of the assignment." Other elements of the success
narrative: a writer expresses appreciation for help or has his/her needs

met (11, or 14%); a writer expresses excitement about progress made
(4, or 5%); a tutor expresses good feelings about what he or she has
done for a writer (3, or 4%); a writer is characterized as comfortable
with a tutor (1, or 1%). Most interestingly, at least in my view, there were

also those narratives- a significant number, in fact- which describe a
writer who doesn't need that much help or is a strong writer already:
I helped the student revise her paper. She read the paper out loud and
85
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noticed some of the errors herself, and then the few questions she had on
what sounded better in certain situations, I helped her figure out by telling
her to reread it out loud. The paper was written well, overall, so the session
turned out to be a successful one.

Twenty -nine - or 36%- of the success narratives described this type
of session.

In contrast to such happy stories, the failure narratives (though
there were many fewer) had a different tone and described, through
the tutors' assessments, different situations. I found that the following
elements characterized the failure narratives:

• Writer is stubborn/set in his/her ways: 2

• Writer didn't have time to make revisions/was rushed/paper
due shortly after session: 2
• Writer is stoned: 1

• Tutor didn't feel equipped to help the writer (e.g., didn't
understand text the paper was supposed to be about): 2
• Writer doesn't know how to do something: 1
• Writer wouldn't do things by him/herself: 1
In one example of the first problem, "Writer is stubborn/set in his/

her ways," a report describes an unpleasant session:
The student came in for grammatical and spelling help for her social work
class. She had a paragraph that need[ed] much attention both grammatically
and spelling wise. I attempted to help, but she was very set in her ways, and

seemed like she didn't want any help. Many words she wrote down were the

alternate spellings, and she did not know the difference between the two.
She was very pretentious and was not open to criticism. She didn't bring a
typed up copy, so she read aloud from the computer screen. At the end she

ended up checking her e-mail and got a revised copy from her professor
anyways.

There are many things I don't understand here - what exactly
"pretentious" means in this context, what "alternate spellings" are,
86
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or what "she . . . got a revised copy from her professor anyways"
means. (Did the professor revise the paper for the student? Or did
the professor help the student with revision?) Either way, the report

describes, at least in traditional writing-center training terms, a
failed collaboration. We never see a "we" (as in the success narrative
I quote above) but rather just "I" and "she." The student is described

as somewhat unprepared ("She didn't bring a typed up copy") and,
furthermore, not very bright ("Many words she wrote down were the

alternate spellings, and she did not know the difference between the
two"). Furthermore, she seems not to want the tutor's help ("It seemed

like she didn't want any help"), and at the end, instead of embracing
what the writing center has to offer, she checks her e-mail and gets
an answer of some sort from the professor, on whose authority she
seems ultimately to rely.

In another instance of a failure narrative, which demonstrates
the last problem ("Writer wouldn't do things by him/herself), the

report is more succinct: "While reading his paper out loud, the
student noticed his errors. Many times he asked me what he should
do. It was difficult getting him to figure this out on his own ' (emphasis

added). Again, this narrative describes a failed collaboration. Though
the last sentence, "It was difficult getting him to figure this out on
his own," does not state explicitly that the student never "figured
this out," nevertheless this story ends on a less-than-positive note.

The concluding sentence expresses frustration with the student's
unwillingness or inability to take over from the tutor, to learn what

a writer is expected to learn. However, in comparison with the 36%

of reports describing as "successful" sessions in which the student
didn't need that much help, the student who came to this session is
described as not particularly independent to begin with ("Many times

he asked me what he should do"). According to this narrative, this
lack of independence resulted not only in a negative description of
his writing center visit but also, perhaps, in a less productive session
than he might otherwise have had.
And, as writing center director, I'm not sure how I feel about that.
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Conclusions
In her study of teacher response, Summer Smith claims that the end
comments teachers write on student papers are not as private as one
might think: rather than existing between just one teacher and one
student, they are part of a larger rhetorical situation that includes "the

educational institutions that sanction and encourage the interchange"

(250). Tutor reports, as I have already posited, exist in a similar
situation. What writing center tutors write in their reports not only

reflects their view of their work, but may also represent a larger
message that the center, and by extension the university, is delivering

to students about their status and ability as writers, as well as about
how much feedback and assistance they may or may not get from the
writing center. Though I do understand the impossibility of assigning
particular intentions to any type of text with any kind of certainty,
nevertheless the tutors who wrote these reports seem to characterize

as "good" those sessions in which writers are well prepared, eager to
learn, willing to collaborate yet also willing to take responsibility for
their own work, capable of working on their own, and (perhaps most

revealing) not in need of a lot of help to begin with. Those sessions
they characterize as "bad" (or less than good) are those in which they
perceive the students to be, well, the opposite: reluctant to work on
their own, to engage in a dialogue, and perhaps in need of more help

than the tutor can provide in one session. This characterization of
sessions through client reports matters because, through narratives
which identify "good" and "bad," "success" and "failure," tutors
build- as scholars of organizational narrative suggest- a lived writing
center reality, "closely linked to [its] members' experiences" (Gabriel
2) that exists independently of any reality the center director might
attempt to impose. The reality my writing center tutors may have built

is, I would maintain, one that welcomes certain students (i.e., those
they identify as well prepared) while being less inclined to welcome
others (i.e., those who don't seem to really understand why they're
at the writing center in the first place). Furthermore, their narratives,
which are addressed in part to me, suggest that they expect me to share

their views of those students. As part of the workplace, and one which

is governed- as are many other writing centers- by a collaborative
ethos, I am necessarily one of the audiences they hope will identify
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with them in the reports they write.

It is that last observation that gives me pause. One can, of course,
understand why writing tutors might feel the way they do about certain

students, as well as why the tutors who wrote these reports may have

expected me to share their views. I would submit, for instance, that
nobody wants to work with a writer who is stoned (unless, perhaps,
one is stoned oneself). And all educators like well -prepared students,
some to a greater degree than others; in fact, at my institution, which

is consistently under pressure to increase its retention rate, my less

pleasant colleagues repeatedly make the suggestion that admitting
better students would take care of that little problem immediately.
However, the ultimate question, for me or any writing center director,

is whether a reality that privileges the well -prepared student and

marginalizes others is one he or she wants - borrowing Smith's
phrasing- to encourage a university to sanction, particularly given
two other, and I would argue quite pressing, realities. One is the fact
that despite the collaborative ethos of the writing center field and
scholarship, at any given institution it is the writing center director

and not the tutors who is ultimately responsible for, to paraphrase
Smith, the interchange between the writing center and its clients.

The second is the nature of my- and many other- postsecondary
institutions. Eastern is a regional comprehensive state university;
like many such institutions, first-generation students comprise
nearly half of our primarily undergraduate population. Significantly,

research done through our School of Arts and Sciences and Office
of Institutional Research shows that our first- generation students are

unlikely to use support services unless they are either required or get
an exceptionally strong push. Furthermore, Irene Clark, Barbara Lynn

Gordon, änd Andy Bourelle have shown that requirements serve for
some students as an introduction to a service that they recognize as
helpful and that they might later use on their own, to their benefit.

Unfortunately, the representation of students who don't
necessarily come to the writing center raring and eager to go and
knowing exactly what the writing center can do for them is, to my
mind, a problem in writing center studies, particularly in a number
of works geared toward tutor education (and I have already noted that
my tutors were trained with texts accepted as canonical in the field).
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Much excellent scholarship (see, for example, Cooper; Bawarshi and
Pelkowski; Okawa, Fox et al.; Denny, Facing and "Queering"; Grimm;
Greenfield and Rowan) has discussed diversity in the writing center
in any number of ways, with attention to gender and race and, indeed,

class - the last being particularly significant to Eastern's writing
center, given that discomfort with asking for help (primarily a class

issue, I would argue) characterizes many of our students. However,
some other texts geared explicitly toward tutor education depict those
students in ways one might consider contradictory to the values that

characterize work such as Cooper's and Denny's. For instance, two
frequently used tutor education manuals, Ryan and Zimmerelli's
Bedford Guide forWritingTutors (now in its fifth edition) and Mc Andrew

and Reigstad's Tutoring Writing, include a section on working with
students in situations a tutor might consider problematic - such as,

for example, when a student is resistant to being tutored, or does
not know what to expect in the writing center. While many tutor
education manuals include such a section- Gillespie and Lerner's
excellent Longman Guide has a "What If'? chapter, a sort of FAQ to
help tutors in unexpected situations, my personal favorite being "The
Writer Frightens You" (180) -the pertinent sections in Mc Andrew and

Reigstad and Ryan and Zimmerelli are entitled "Tutoring Different

People" (89-102) and "Coping with Different Tutoring Situations"
(99-110) respectively (emphasis added). Setting aside the unexplored
theoretical implications of the word "different" in this context, here
certain students are being coded, simply through the use of the word
"different," as clients the tutor should consider outside the norm of
his or her job. Ryan and Zimmerelli take this coding one step further

and equate "different" with "troublesome" and "difficult:" the first
paragraph of the chapter explains to tutors that "you will occasionally

encounter some troublesome- or perhaps even difficult- situations

while tutoring" (99), and then go on to discuss "The Unresponsive
Writer" (100), "The Antagonistic Writer" (101), and other problematic
members of the student body.
Of course, tutor education manuals do not bear sole responsibility

for tutors' attitudes toward "difficult" students. As I suggested at
the beginning of this essay, that responsibility can most fairly be
distributed among many influences: tutors' pre-existing attitudes, for
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instance, or teachers like my aforementioned unpleasant colleagues,
who have made their preference for better- prepared students known
since time immemorial (and which the "good" students, among whose

numbers I at least can count many tutors, have no doubt absorbed
through no fault of their own). But another reason, among these many,

for the problem of tutor resistance to "difficult" students may be
writing centers' historical positioning of themselves as a sacred space

outside the structure of the traditional academy. As Boquet notes,
writing of the "canonical" status of North's "Idea of a Writing Center":
The piece is replete with examples of the ways in which goals of the writing

center staff often conflict with institutional goals . . . North's model is
reminiscent of the Rogerian writing center, the sanctified, professional

space in which one can engage in counter-hegemonic operations to
ultimately sustain institutional goals. ("Our" 55; emphasis added)

As Marilyn Cooper points out, "writing centers are in a good position

to serve as a critique of the institutionalized structure of writing
instruction in college" (336); this statement, of course, expresses
what is now a truism of writing center scholarship and ethos (though

Boquet's essay "'Our Little Secret,"' quoted above, foregrounds the
complexity of that claim). It also expresses one of many valuable
aspects of that scholarship and ethos - notably the scholarship on
diversity already mentioned in this essay. However, given the needs
of students of all races, language backgrounds, and social classes
who may be coming to writing centers unaware - due to the varying
backgrounds they bring to college- of what those centers can offer

them, I would suggest that we begin to rethink our education of
tutors so that it comes to represent, and help tutors think about, those

students in a less . . . "different" way. Those of us who direct writing

centers might make use- and good use, at that- of tutor education
manuals, but we are also arguably the strongest influence on how our
tutors deliver instruction and work with writers. We need, then, to be

familiar with the organizational narratives our tutors create and, if
necessary, question those narratives, in conversation (e.g., "Why did
you think student# was 'pretentious'?" "Why did you feel the need for
student j to 'figure this out on his own'?"). We can carry what we learn

from those conversations into tutor education courses, into policy
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manuais - the list goes on. The writing center is many things, but it is

also a workplace, and perhaps it is time- now that said workplace has
gained a certain amount of scholarly credibility and status- to think
about making it less sacred, less sanctified, and more profane: more,
in other words, about the learning of all students, even those we may

not immediately recognize as ours.
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NOTES
1 . While I studied only reports from my own institution, I would venture to claim that the

narrative form of reports isn't unique to my writing center. See, for example, the report
quoted at some length in Savini.

2. Eubanks' and others' discussions of how identification works in narrative obviously
owes a good deal not only to Kenneth Burke but also to Fisher. In "Narration as a Human

Communication Paradigm: The Case of Public Moral Argument/' Fisher - drawing on
Burke's concepts of identification and consubstantiation - articulates a theory of how
narrative functions as rhetoric. Juxtaposing narrative with what he terms "the rational

world paradigm," in which only qualified people with specialized knowledge are deemed

capable of making decisions pertaining to the public welfare (a Western rhetorical
paradigm which dates back to Aristotle), Fisher posits that as the number of participants in

public life has grown, we should recognize narrative's capacity to function as argument:

humans are essentially storytellers. . . . rationality is determined by the nature
of persons as narrative beings - their inherent awareness of narrative probability,

what constitutes a coherent story, and their constant habit of testing narrative
fidelity, whether the stories they experience ring true with the stories they know

to be true in their lives. (247)
3. I received approval for the study from my institution's IRB. All reports except for those

written by one tutor who did not give permission (all others did give informed consent)

were used; names of both clients and tutors were removed to preserve anonymity; to
further preserve anonymity, no reports from our online scheduling/reporting system were
included.

4. All the instructors required some sort of statement requiring tutors to articulate their
tutoring philosophy in one way or another, justifying and explaining their points of view
through the lens of the theory they had read. Tutors also had to complete and observation
of another tutor in a session, be observed themselves, and reflect on those experiences.

5. I say "for the most part" to take account of the report in which it wasn't quite clear
whether the session had been a success or not - the tutor expressed confusion in the report
about whether or not the session had "worked" for the writer.

6. I want to stress here that I'm not talking about which sessions I as a director would've
characterized as successful or not but, rather, which sessions the tutor reports seemed to

characterize as successful or not, and how.
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